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Brockman Hall, the all fresh-
man dorm, has a reputation of 
being a little bit crazy and a lot 
of fun.  The first few weeks into 
the semester, however, the scales 
seemed to have tipped out of con-
trol.
Though the residents arrived 
less than a month ago, they have 
already accrued $2,000 in fines 
and damages.  
Brockman Hall director Amy 
Korstange said that the damages 
are a lot more than she usually sees 
at the beginning of the year.
The fines arose from a variety 
of violations, including improper 
discharging of a fire extinguish-
er, itself a $200 fine, leaving the 
building through fire exits, inap-
propriate vandalism on the walls 
and urination in the hallways and 
stairwells.  
Sophomore Brockman Resi-
dent Assistant Anthony Sinders 
also reported noticing substance 
problems in the building, with 
people smoking marijuana in the 
residence halls when he was on 
rounds.
Brockman busted
In response to this behavior, 
Kortange decided to make the 
Brockman Hall fire safety meeting 
mandatory for all residents so she 
could address the issue.
At the fire safety meeting, 
one of the highlighted points was 
Xavier’s first priority ranking for 
the fire department, which will 
drop everything to report to Xavier 
in case of an emergency – even if 
that means leaving another fire.
Sinders said that these facts 
made the residents realize that set-
ting off fire alarms by leaving via 
the fire exits is a very serious of-
fense.
He also feels that Officer 
Grossman’s presence at the meet-
ing may have made an impact on 
the residents.
At the meeting, Korstange also 
let residents know that if the guilty 
parties did not come forward and 
accept responsibility for the dam-
ages, all of the residents would be 
forced to take up the burden of the 
cost for damage repair.
“I don’t like making people pay 
for other people’s choices,” she 
said in an interview. Unless the 
people responsible for the damag-
es came forward, all the residents 
of the hall would have to pay a 
portion of the $2,000 fine.
The meeting seems to have had 
the desired effect.  Junior Resident 
Assistant Patty McNearney and 
Sinders agree that vandalism as a 
whole has gone down, and that the 
substance problems that Sinders 
noticed have decreased.
“People now realize that it’s 
serious and that the entire hall can 
be punished for their actions,” said 
Sinders.
Korstange also acknowledged 
that the hall has really calmed 
down, and that several students 
have come forward to take respon-
sibility for their actions.  
As a result, the total cost that 
must be split among the residents 
has decreased from $2,000 to 
$800.
Korstange points to this situ-
ation as a learning experience, 
where students learn how to live 
in community and hold each other 
accountable.
“It’s becoming a normal place,” 
she said.  “Well, as normal as 
Brockman gets.”
DArrEn LACour
Op-Ed Editor
Freshmen residence hall assessed 
with multiple fines for vandalism
Brockman Hall, home to some of the more outrageous activities at Xavier, has only barely survived the first 
month from its new tenants.  With violations ranging from property damage to drug use, the residents of 
Brockman have incurred $2,000 worth of fines.
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Your tuition at work
According to Xavier’s most re-
cent and accessible public federal 
tax form (fiscal year 2003), at the 
start of the 2003 fiscal year, which 
was between June 1, 2003 and 
May 31, 2004 (the year before cur-
rent seniors’ freshman year) the to-
tal assets Xavier had in its control 
summed to $369,986,327. Its total 
income equaled $116,175,968, and 
expenses reached $134,494,037.
Income generated by “tuition 
and fees” amounted to nearly 
$88,035,943 for the university. 
The question that some Xavier stu-
dents may be asking is this: Where 
did that money go? 
To begin, almost $24.25 million 
went to scholarships (grants and 
allocations) for students. Almost 
$50 million went to the salaries 
and wages of the 2,064 employees 
of Xavier (as of 2003). 
Some high end salaries includ-
ed the academic officers, directors, 
trustees and key employees, whose 
combined compensation totaled 
nearly $1.5 million. 
The top five highest paid em-
ployees (other than officers, direc-
tors and trustees) equaled about 
$1.1 million, including the high-
est paid professor at Xavier who 
grossed $142,600. There were 
326 other employees paid over 
$50,000.
Almost $60.5 million was spent 
on expenses other than salaries and 
tuitions. This included categories 
such as “travel” and “other/miscel-
laneous.” Travel, which includes 
transportation, lodging, meals and 
MATThEW FIngEr
Managing Editor
Xavier by the dollars:
Full-time student tuition (per year): $24,660
Manresa fee (one time fee): $175 
Instructional Technology fee (per year): $400
Health and Counseling fee (per year): $210
Graduation fee (one time fee): $50
Brockman/Kuhlman room rate (per year): $4,900
Average total expenses for freshmen (per year): 
$30,345
University’s 2003-04 federal tax form 
reveals Xavier’s massive cash supply
entertainment, equaled about $3.4 
million dollars. 
The other/miscellaneous cat-
egory reached just over $4.1 mil-
lion. What encompasses “other/
miscellaneous” is not known, nor 
is information regarding the trav-
elers and their destinations. Con-
ferences, conventions and meet-
ings also summed to just over $2.1 
million.
Students choose to enroll them-
selves at Xavier and by doing so 
they accept the manner in which 
the school spends its money. . 
When asked whether she would 
be interested in seeing how Xavier 
spends its money, Gina Lieser, a 
Xavier junior, said “I would defi-
nitely be interested. I think it’s im-
portant to see that information if 
we want to.”
Xavier senior Algis Aukstuo-
lis feels that “Any information re-
garding what you’re paying for at 
a university is important to know. 
It is our money that they’re spend-
ing.” But Aukstuolis also added 
that “I’m paying for certain things 
at a university and I expect to get a 
good degree out of it. That would 
be the most important thing I care 
about.”
Other students feel strongly 
about the subject. “I feel like we 
spend between $20-35,000 a year 
coming here, and that is a lot more 
than some people can afford,” said 
junior Jacki Sprinkle. 
“It is definitely important for 
us to receive the services we need 
as students and to be able to chal-
lenge the administration on how it 
spends our money.”
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Police Notes
Approach team
Police Note
of the Week
Fire safety
Academic Day 
S t u d e n t s  w h o  m e e t  t h e 
requirements can vote in the 
upcoming local elections either in 
Hamilton county or in their home- 
town counties. 
There will be cheerleading 
tryouts for both men and women 
athletes on Thursday, Sept. 20 
from 7-9 p.m. in the Auxiliary 
Gym. Males do not need to have 
any experience to try out, and are 
strongly encouraged to attend. 
For more information, contact 
cheerleading@xavier.edu.
Applications for Approach 
retreat leaders are now available 
in the Campus Ministry office. 
You must have attended the 
retreat before and be available 
to lead from Nov. 30 –Dec. 2. 
Applications are due to Mike 
Shawver in Campus Ministry 
by Oct. 1 at 5 p.m. For more 
information, please stop by the 
Campus Ministry house.
Sept. 10, 1:00 p.m. –An employee 
reported the theft of three pairs of 
tennis shoes out of a locker room 
in the Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
Sept. 10, 8:26 p.m. –A student 
reported being harassed by an ex-
acquaintance via text messages and 
voicemails. 
Sept. 11, 7:38 p.m. –Campus 
Police and the Cincinnati Fire 
Dept. responded to a fire alarm in 
the Gallagher Center. It was found 
to be a false alarm. 
Sept. 11, 8:34 p.m. –A student 
reported the theft of a bike 
from a locker room in Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. 
Sept. 12, 8:51 p.m. –A student 
reported that another student was 
harassing him. 
Sept.  13 12:41 p.m .  –Two 
subjects were found soliciting 
on the academic mall. A field 
interrogation report was filled out 
and the subjects were sent home. 
 
Cheerleading 
tryouts
Katie roSeNbaum
Campus News Editor
National City’s Cash for Col-
lege program will be on campus 
Wednesday, Sept. 19 from 10 
a.m. – 2 p.m.  The bank is giv-
ing scholarships to students who 
enter the “Cash for College” 
sweepstakes by registering their 
Visa CheckCard online at www.
NationalCity.com. Once regis-
tered, students will receive one 
automatic entry per day when 
making a non PIN-based transac-
tion. For more information please 
call (614) 222-2673 or visit 
http://campusuite.xu.edu.
Extreme 
leadership
The second lecture in the Ad-
vancing Leaders Series will be 
taking place on Thursday, Sept. 
20 at 4 p.m. in the Clocktower 
Lounge. The seminar by Steve 
Dealph is about extreme leader-
ship, which can re-energize and 
ignite passion within an organi-
zation. For more information, 
contact busamla@xavier.edu or 
call x4879.
National City
Get out the vote 
elizabetH SullivaN
Assistant Campus News Editor
This year’s Academic Day 
will take place on Oct. 23. All 
classes are cancelled for the 
day, but the cafeteria and Gal-
lagher Center will still be open. 
The theme of Academic Day is 
Who We Are: Defining Xavier’s 
Mission and Identity. There will 
be events pertaining to the theme 
for several weeks before the 
actual day.
There will be a fire safety 
program for all students liv-
ing off-campus on Wednesday, 
Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. in the Village 
multi-purpose room. There will 
be food and prizes, including a 
free commuter parking pass. If 
the winner already has a pass, 
their money will be refunded. 
For more information please call 
Emergency Health and Serivices 
at x1923 or Residence Life at 
x3202.
The November 6 elections are 
quickly approaching in Ohio and 
students should be aware of their 
eligibility to vote. 
Some of the items on the Hamil-
ton County ballot include a referen-
dum on a jail tax, elections for new 
city council members and a vote on 
raising property taxes.   
According to the Hamilton Coun-
ty Board of Elections website, a 
student is eligible to vote if he meets 
these four requirements:
1. He is an American Citizen 
2. He is at least 18 year old.
3. He has been an Ohio resident  
for at least 30 days before the 
election.
4. He resides  in Hamilton Coun
ty. 
What does this mean for Xavier 
students? A Board of Election em-
ployee explained that Xavier stu-
dents living in Cincinnati that fulfill 
these requisites may register to vote 
in Hamilton County.
The only stipulation is that reg-
istering in Hamilton County nulli-
fies a student’s right to vote in his 
hometown. 
If a student decides to vote in 
Cincinnati, he must fill out a form 
that can be picked up at any library, 
public high school, city hall or De-
partment of Motor Vehicles and is 
returned to the Board of Elections 
or at the pick-up site. 
The forms ask for basic identify-
ing information, but unlike other 
states, Ohio does not ask which po-
litical party you are affiliated with. 
According to the Board of Elec-
tions website, “the ballot you vote in 
a primary election determines your 
party affiliation.”
All registration forms must be 
completed and turned in at least 30 
Students can register to vote in 
Hamilton County or in their hometowns
days before the election  in order to 
be to be valid. 
After the forms are processed, a 
voter will receive a voter registra-
tion card that shows the name and 
address of his polling place. 
The process of registering to 
vote is very similar in most coun-
ties, so students who wish to vote 
in their hometowns can usually 
follow these same steps to obtain 
their voter registration card. 
Students who are not from Cin-
cinnati and want to vote in their 
local elections while at school can 
request an absentee ballot by  order-
ing one from the county clerk in his 
hometown. 
Specific deadlines for request-
ing an absentee ballot can be found 
online.
Although not all cities have 
elections this fall, most states will 
be having presidential primary 
elections next spring, which regis-
tered voters can participate in. 
Dorothy Humdy, well-known 
as Ms. Dorothy, is retiring from 
Xavier after 46 years working in 
the Xavier Dining Service. 
Dan Yaeger, general manager 
of Campus Dining at Xavier, said 
that “Ms. Dorothy is going to be 
missed greatly by the Xavier com-
munity.” 
“She was one of our best and 
most dedicated employees. She 
was always at work, even when 
she probably should have taken 
the day off. And she did this while 
always smiling.” 
A reception will be held in Ms. 
Dorothy’s honor on Wednesday, 
Sept. 19 from 3-5 p.m. in the Clock 
Tower Lounge of the Gallagher 
Student Center. 
She will be presented with a 
Presidential Citation for Service 
to Campus. Students, faculty and 
staff  will have the opportunity to 
thank her for her contributions to 
the Xavier community. 
“Ms. Dorothy is and will always 
be one of  our Xavier family.   Our 
campus is a better place today 
because of her,” said Tom Barlow, 
Director for Auxiliary Services. 
Last year, Ms. Dorothy received 
a Service Anniversary Award in 
honor of her 45 years of service 
at Xavier. 
She began working here in 1961, 
before women were admitted to the 
University. At this time, the campus 
dining hall was near Elet Hall. 
Ms. Dorothy worked in the Mus-
keteer Inn, a snack bar, in the Uni-
versity Center, which was knocked 
down to build Gallagher. 
Before retirement, Ms. Dorothy 
worked at Toni’s Little Italy in 
Xavier says 
good-bye to Ms. 
Dorothy
Gallagher. 
Students and staff said they will 
remember Ms. Dorothy for her smile 
and the conversations that she had 
with them. 
Barlow said, “The first day I 
started working on campus I decided 
to go get a cup of coffee and a loving 
friendship started at that moment.”
“This vibrant ‘cafeteria lady’ 
came to my table and said, ‘Hey, you 
forgot your change.You’re new here, 
aren’t you?  Well, I’m Dorothy and 
when you come in here, don’t  worry 
about forgetting about little things 
like that.  I’ll watch over you, just 
like I do all the kids around here.’” 
“That was 24 years ago and I 
remember those cheerful and warm 
comments as though it was yester-
day.  I met Ms. Dorothy that day and 
I am a better person for it.” 
“Ms. Dorothy has seen genera-
tions of students at Xavier and when 
these students return to campus, 
they often ask if Ms. Dorothy is still 
working here so that they can go say 
hello to her,” said Yaeger. 
  He continued, “Ms. Dorothy 
has probably touched the lives of 
thousands of students, staff, faculty 
and guests to the campus over her 
46 years here.” 
Sept. 13, 1:47 p.m. –A bookstore 
employee reported the theft of a 
textbook. 
Sept. 13, 1:56 p.m. –A student 
reported the theft of over $2,600 in 
electronics from their locked car in 
the C-2 lot. 
Sept. 13, 5:00 p.m. –A student who 
was seen throwing a spoon out of 
his window and mooning others 
was cited for disorderly conduct. 
 
Sept. 13, 11:29 p.m. –Campus 
Police investigated a complaint of 
loud music in the Village. 
Sept 14, 7:15 p.m. –A student 
reported that over $450 worth of 
electronics had been stolen out of 
his car in the R-2 lot. 
Sept. 15, 1:04 a.m. –A student 
observed stumbling and being 
assisted by others on the greenspace 
was cited for underage consumption 
and disorderly conduct.  
Sept. 15, 1:37 a.m. –A student 
carrying a construction cone 
on University Dr. gave false 
information to officers and was 
cited for disorderly conduct.
 
Sept. 15, 10:10 a.m. –A visitor 
reported the theft of an unattended 
purse in the Gallagher Center. 
Sept. 15, 4:23 p.m. –Three juveniles 
were caught throwing bottles onto 
the railroad track at Herald Avenue. 
A cigar was confiscated from on 
of the suspects, who was 10 years 
old. A field investigation report 
was filed and the children were 
sent home. 
Sept. 15, 2:37 a.m. –A student 
reported that they were assaulted and 
robbed at knifepoint on Woodburn 
Ave. The suspects were described 
as three males, ages 17-23, wearing 
black hoodies and jeans. Cincinnati 
Police were notified.
Sept 16, 11:55 a.m. –An officer 
on patrol discovered several chalk 
drawings on the academic mall, 
one of which was offensive.
Sept. 17, 3:01 a.m. –Campus 
Police assisted Norwood Police 
and federal officers in stopping 
a car for questioning. The 
car contained 100 pounds of 
marijuana and several suspects 
wanted in a drug investigation. 
The suspects fled east on 
Clarion. A canine track was 
unsuccessful in catching them.   
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Club golf
There will be a resume work-
shop on Wednesday, Sept. 19 at 4 
p.m. in the Admissions Presenta-
tion Room. Come to learn about 
resume writing. Refreshments 
will be served. Contact pierrec@
xavier.edu or call x3141 for more 
information.
Resume workshop
There will be a Chinese Cof-
fee Hour on Wednesday, Sept. 19 
at 3:30 p.m. in the Faces of the 
Worlds Lounge in the Gallagher 
Center. Come and celebrate the 
Chinese tradition of Mid-Autumn 
Festival. For more information 
contact mckinneys1@xavier.edu 
or call x2872.
Coffee hour
Career workshop
There will be a career fair 
workshop on Thursday, Sept. 20 
at 4 p.m. in GSC 214. Come and 
learn to market yourself at the 
Fall Career and Internship Fair 
and know exactly what to expect. 
For more information contact pier-
rec@xavier.edu or call x3141.
megaN JaCobS 
Staff Writer
Teacher Feature: Professor Staat 
**	 Bonus for opening an account: A deposit must be made to open and activate an account to receive the bonus. Bonus will be credited to an open account 28 days after account is opened. Customer must sign up for a debit card to receive account opening bonus. Customers with a current checking account, or who
transfer funds from an existing WesBanco deposit account, are not eligible for $50 for opening a new checking account. One year bonus: Twelve months after an account has remained open, a $50 bonus will be credited. Overdraft fee waived: First overdraft fee within 90 days of account opening will be refunded.
Debit card purchases bonus: You must make ten debit card purchases within 90 days of account opening to earn bonus. Non-WesBanco ATM fees bonus: $30 bonus will be credited to account when debit card is used once within 90 days of account opening. All bonuses are subject to change without notice and
limited to one per customer. WesBanco Bank, Inc. is a member FDIC.
*		Percentage of customers who would recommend WesBanco to a friend. Prime Performance, Inc. Survey.
That’s how much you can get when 
you open a new checking account!
You’re in college.You need a checking account.You
definitely need extra cash.What are you waiting for?
• Open new checking account – get $50
• Keep account active for one year – get $50
• First overdraft fee waived (just in case) – worth $31
• Use debit card 10 times – get $25
• Sign up for E-statement – get $25
•		Credit to cover 15 non-WesBanco $2 ATM fees – get $30
It all adds up to $211!
Visit your nearby WesBanco office today and get the
211 on earning up to $211.We’ll even throw in a free 
T-shirt, bringing the grand total to $222!
See below for additional
information concerning bonuses.**
wesbanco.com
WhaT Would you do WITh up To
Finneytown 513-522-5551		•		Harrison 513-367-6171		•		Monfort Heights 513-741-5766
Montgomery 513-792-8600		•		St. Bernard 513-641-1655		•		Western Hills 513-451-0511
There will be a meeting for 
all students interested in playing 
club golf on Wednesday Sept. 
19 at 9 p.m. in Alter 201. If you 
are interested and cannot attend, 
please contact Brian Wilhelm at 
wilhelmb1@xavier.edu for more 
information.
“Math is a wonderful thing, 
Math is a really cool thing
So, get off your ath let’s do 
some math.”            
— “School of Rock”
Unfortunately, not everyone 
thinks like Jack Black from “School 
of Rock” or Mr. Chris Staat, a  math 
professor at Xavier. That is why 
Staat tries to show students that 
math can be “really cool.” Staat 
teaches Elementary Functions, 
General Statistics and Calculus I. 
Q: What are the degrees that 
you have?
A: I have a BA in math from 
Xavier University and a Masters 
from Miami, Ohio.
Q: What is your favorite thing 
about Xavier?
A: The faculty being in touch 
with the students. It is big enough 
that it isn’t a tiny hole in the wall, 
but it is small enough where the 
students can have individual at-
tention; the teachers know you 
by name. You aren’t just another 
number.
Q: If you went back to college, 
what would you do?
A: I would probably dabble in 
chemistry. If I could get Dr. Dewey 
to be my teacher, I would take a lot 
of theology. 
Q: What was your favorite 
part of college?
A: Outside of classes, the 
Xavier basketball games.  I never 
missed a game in my four years 
as a student. 
Q: If you were a contestant 
on “Survivor,” what would be 
the one item you would take that 
you can’t live without?
A: My PS2. I guess that would 
have to come with a TV and 
power source. Even if it is 3 a.m. 
and the baby just went to sleep I 
can’t go to bed without playing 
my PS2. 
Q: What is your biggest pet 
peeve in regards to your stu-
dents?
A: Whining, it comes with the 
field of math. Also, students say-
ing “I can’t do math.” 
Q: When do we use calcu-
l u s  i n everyday life?
A: That’s not fair. The spe-
cific topics in calculus you will 
not use in everyday life, but the 
thinking and analysis is what you 
can use. 
Q: Why do colleges teach 
students math that they may not 
ever use instead of useful things 
like balancing a checkbook?
A: It is arithmetic and you 
learn that in fourth grade. There 
is not enough mathematical depth 
to get credit for it. 
 Q: What is your favorite game 
on the TI-83?
A: There is one with a little guy 
who has to move the little blocks 
around to get to the exit. I like it be-
cause basically it is a math puzzle.
Q: What is the coolest thing 
you can do with numbers besides 
math?
A: You can play Sudoku or paint 
by numbers; my daughter loves 
those. My mom has this one that I 
did when I was a kid. 
Q: What do you think is the most 
useful equation in math?
A: The Quadratic Formula. There 
is no level of math where solving it 
might not pop up. 
Q: Is there a trick to understand-
ing math?
A: I don’t think so. Certain prob-
lems have tricks. But it is getting it 
explained the tight way so all of a 
sudden it clicks. 
Q: What made you want to teach 
a subject that a lot of students 
dread?
A: The fact that I love it. I bring 
enough energy to the class that I 
hope they leave it hating it a little 
bit less.
Q: So why is math so cool? 
A: Laughs —Can I use a quote? 
As Carl Sagon said, “The only truly 
universal language is mathemat-
ics.”
NewSwire pHoto  by   megaN JaCobS
Q: Do you have any advice for 
your students?
A: Keep working hard. Don’t 
keep a negative attitude. Go see 
your professor — well, that would 
be me. Come to the math lab; there 
are people who want to help. Take 
advantage of what you have. 
Q: Is there anything you think 
your students should know about 
you?
A: I think I told everyone at the 
beginning — I have a new baby. 
That is why I am somewhat loopy 
half the time from lack of sleep. 
I’m personable. A lot of people are 
intimidated by the subject I teach, 
but they shouldn’t be intimidated 
by me. I like to joke. 
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SEPTEMBER 25, 2007 
2007 Fall Career & Internship Fair 
3:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Cintas Center
BRING YOUR ALL CARD 
___
DRESS PROFESSIONALLY 
___
BRING MULTIPLE RESUMES 
To learn more about the career fair, 
the participating organizations and 
the position openings, login to 
eRecruiting (xavier.erecruiting.com).  
Click on “Fall Career & Internship 
Fair” in the Career Fair Box. 
Also select Fall 07 Career Fair in One-
Click Searches!
Questions about preparing 
for a career fair?
Attend the
Making the Most of a 
Career Fair workshop
Presented by 
 Thursday, Sept. 20 
 4:00 p.m.
214 GSC
Free pizza and pop will be served!
CORPORATE 
ACNielsen BASES 
Aerotek
Canon Business Solutions 
Cintas Corporation 
Convergys Corporation 
Crown Partners 
Cumulus Cincinnati 
Eli Lilly and Company 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
GE Corporate Environmental Program 
(CEP) PowerSuite 
Great Lakes Publishing 
Hill – Rom 
Hobsons, Inc 
Macy’s Corporate Services, Inc. 
Macy’s Credit and Customer Services 
National Interstate Insurance Company 
Pfizer
Procter & Gamble Company 
Quad/Graphics 
Reynolds & Reynolds 
Standard Textile 
State Farm Insurance 
SummitQuest
Target
The Kroger Company 
The Midland Company/American Modern 
Insurance Group 
The Sheakley Group of Companies 
Thomson Higher Education 
Total Quality Logistics, Inc 
Walgreens
NON-PROFIT 
Aaron W. Perlman Center – UCP of Greater 
Cincinnati, Inc. 
Americorps VISTA (Kenton County) 
Brighton Center 
Cincinnati Children’s Research Foundation 
Cincinnati Museum Center 
Cincinnati-Hamilton County Community Action 
Agency 
LADD, Inc 
Marvin Lewis Community Fund 
Ohio Citizen Action 
Public Allies Cincinnati 
RHC, Resident Home Corporation 
Teach for America 
United Way of Greater Cincinnati 
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE & 
BANKING 
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. 
Barnes Dennig & Company, Ltd 
Becker Professional Review 
BKD, LLP 
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co. 
Coldstream Financial Services 
Decosimo & Company 
Federal Home Loan Bank of Cincinnati 
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 
Fidelity Investments 
Fifth Third Bank 
Grant Thornton, LLP 
Jackson, Rolfes, Spurgeon & Co 
KPMG, LLP 
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network,    
RPS Financial Group Inc. 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP 
The Paragon Financial Group 
VonLehman & Company 
Wells Fargo Financial Inc. 
Western & Southern Financial Group 
GOVERNMENT 
Defense Financial and Accounting 
Services
Hamilton County Juvenile Court 
U.S. Department of Labor/Office of Labor-
Management Standards 
U.S. Navy Officer Programs 
Need your Resume critiqued before the fair?  Have a quick career related question? 
Stop by the CSC for a 15 minute walk-in appointment! 
Every week day 
1:30 – 3:30p  
310 GSC
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Propaganda, apathy and MTV
Trust us,
the students
Recently, the Newswire has sought to point out the various restrictions 
Xavier is implementing to curb the ugly monster of underage drinking.
To start, there are the new ridiculous fines for getting caught playing 
drinking games. While we reported that “card games will have to be dealt 
with on a case-by-case basis,” that decision is ultimately left up to the RA 
who observes the incident. Now we believe most people get along with 
their RAs just fine, but in the off chance that you get written up by your 
arch-nemesis, the pack of cards sitting on your coffee table will most 
certainly be involved, and as a result, you’re fined twice, your parents are 
informed and you receive an educational sanction. It gets worse if it’s not 
your first time offense.
A letter sent out to freshmen by Dr. Luther Smith, Dean of Students, 
warning them not to attend a party also sent up red flags at the Newswire. 
And while the most problematic aspect of that situation is probably the 
fact that a Facebook user (thus, a student) ratted out the party, Dr. Smith’s 
decision to send out letters to the student’s homes, which no doubt alerted 
their parents, is alarming as well.
Finally, the apparently unwarranted crackdown on off-campus parties 
seems questionable as well. It might be safe to assume that the parties were 
a little out of control and the neighbors did in fact complain, but since the 
incidents occured over Manresa move-in day, the action might have been 
taken to preserve the “innocent” image of Xavier.  It wouldn’t be the first 
time Xavier University officials have taken rash action, such as pulling a 
student publication, for fear of parents getting a less-than-perfect impres-
sion of their child’s choice of a higher-learning institution.
The Newswire understands that all these actions are done out of concern 
for the students. Many people suffer from alcohol-related illnesses and 
addictions, and sometimes excessive drinking can lead to death. How-
ever, these policies are suffocating our freedom as students and purvey a 
sentiment of mistrust.  We as students are not going to be able to “make 
wise decisions” unless we are trusted enough to make those decisions 
ourselves.  We’re not children.
Or are we?  While the Newswire is quick to proclaim cries of injustice 
in the wake of these disciplinary actions, the situation in Brockman Hall 
seems to justify the university’s precautions. Accumulating $2,000 worth 
of damage is no small feat, especially in roughly three weeks. Through 
mostly speculation, we assume that alcohol or other substances were 
involved in some, if not all, of these violations.
It seems, unfortunately, that the university’s precautions to curb drink-
ing and inappropriate behavior have failed to produce the desired effect. 
Attempting to choke and scare the fun out of the students doesn’t result 
in the behavior Residence Life is looking for.
Fortunately, there is a happy ending to the Brockman story.  Hall Di-
rector Amy Korstange held a meeting with the students and was straight-
forward and honest with them: If people didn’t own up to their mistakes, 
then everyone was going to have to pay.  Simple as that.
The Brockman students were treated as they should have been – as 
mature young adults capable of making proper choices and faced with 
rectifying poor ones.
Residence Life as a whole should take a few tips from Ms. Korstange’s 
handling of the situation. Instead of going out of their way to scare stu-
dents from making what they deem “poor choices,” they should trust that 
students are making good choices, and if they do make a mistake, they 
should suffer fair consequences.
I am not voting for Charlie Win-
burn for Cincinnati City Council.
I walked out to my car the other 
day, which was merrily parked in 
the exclusive and coveted R-1 lot, 
and noticed a flyer placed under my 
windshield wiper.
No doubt this flyer was placed 
by one of those lovely Philosophy 
Politics and the Public students 
who are forced into overzealously 
caring about the local elections 
and required to slave away for a 
candidate.
Needless to say, the flyer proud-
ly displayed “Vote Winburn for 
Cincinnati City Council ’07,” with 
more capital letters and a much 
more creative color scheme.
“That’s nice,” I thought, which 
probably meant, “How annoying.” 
I then proceeded to remove the flyer 
from my windshield.
The flyer, however, did not wish 
to cooperate.
Now there is a large chunk of 
torn paper stuck to the base of my 
windshield.
While Winburn might have 
“leadership that gets things done 
for the people of Cincinnati,” he 
also leaves nice white messes on 
your car.
I am prone to irrational anger 
over petty things, and this was cer-
tainly one of them.  But while it was 
bad enough that this flyer has 
left a blemish on my 
vehicle’s pristine, 
not-washed-in-two-
or-three-months ap-
pearance, I was also 
irked because the 
people distributing 
these flyers did not 
use common sense.
My car proudly 
displays Missouri 
license plates. And guess what? 
Missouri is a state, and that state 
is not Ohio!
I LIVE IN MISSOURI AND 
MY CAR SAYS SO.
Thus, the likelihood of me being 
registered to vote in an Ohio elec-
tion, much less a Cincinnati local 
election, is laughable.
Finally, the biggest detail this 
PPP vandal overlooked was that I 
am a young adult voter.
The only reason you have to deal with darren’s 
pointless blather is because you didn’t care to voice 
your own opinions.
so quit whining.
Unless you’re gonna email it to us at:
Newswire-Oped@xavier.edu
Lacour
darren
This means I am apathetic.
Our generation doesn’t vote!
You’re wasting paper by pep-
pering all of our cars with your 
annoying slogans about people we 
can’t even vote for because most of 
us aren’t from Cincinnati, and who 
we wouldn’t vote for even if 
we could because we don’t 
vote for anyone.
I blame MTV.
Where does this channel 
get off? First they had a great 
idea to play music videos.
Then they had a terrible idea 
to play reality TV instead. Then 
they had the worst idea ever 
by giving a rapper a silly shirt 
about being politically active, and 
stuck with it.
I’ll tell you what, MTV.  I’ll vote 
when somebody vows to make you 
live up to your name.
MTV stands for Music Tele-
Vision, not Maybeitwillbeniceto 
Talkaboutourextremelyliberal 
Views-o-vision.
Phew.  I’m done.
And yes, PPPs, I do vote.
Just not for Charlie Winburn.
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“What club should Xavier start?”
Lauren Grove
Class of ‘08
“Pogo Stick 
  club.”
Jeff clift
Class of ‘11
“Video Game
  club.”
Katie raffel
Class of ‘09
“The Napping
  club.”
Dawn Wright
Class of ‘09
“Ice cream club.”
Michael Jonagan
Class of ‘10
“Xavier Socialist
  collective.”
David Ben
Class of ‘09
“Ice road Trucker
  club.”
Tabitha Schadler
Class of ‘08
“Buffalo chicken
  Wrap Fan club.”
With Jeff McMurray
christopher Place
Class of ‘11
“Eating club.”
Fingers and f lags
Pat ponders
join peace corps
come learn more and meet 
returned volunteers
Information meeting
Tuesday, October 2, 6:00 pm 
Gallagher 330
for more information visit our website www.peacecorps.gov 
or call 800.424.8580
I live with four other guys. For 
the most part, we get along well. 
There are, however, some things 
that just set people off.
One roommate, for example, 
doesn’t like it when we eat his 
Oreos.
Everyone else hates it when that 
roommate leaves oatmeal in the 
bowl until it hardens to a substance 
of diamond-like toughness.
This past weekend I attended the 
Indianapolis Irish Festival, like I do 
every year. The only difference is 
that when I returned, I hung the flag 
of Northern Ireland in our living 
room, across from the Republic of 
Ireland flag.
Holy crap did that make every-
one mad.
It was like I hung a Nazi banner 
on the wall and then proceeded to 
have a rally in our house.
I don’t understand why everyone 
gets so bent out of shape over stuff 
like that.
Everyone in our house is Irish!
People were yelling and throw-
ing cups, and before I even knew 
it, hundreds of years of oppression 
were pinned on me.
Now, I’m not saying that my 
Catholic, Irish roommates should 
get over it and let by-
gones be bygones.
I’m just saying 
that it wasn’t me 
who al legedly 
oppressed your 
‘people.’
I think it’s sil-
ly to try and blame 
people now for what 
happened then.
Personally, I haven’t 
oppressed any Catholics, 
cut down any oak forests 
or even sworn allegiance 
to a queen.
So why take it out on me?
More importantly, why should I 
have to take down my flag?
I’m proud of where I came from, 
and I like the color orange.
What makes my flag any less 
worthy than their flag?
More importantly, what makes 
me any less worthy than them?
That’s what I never understood 
about people now fighting for 
people then.
I may be proud of where I come 
from, but I don’t necessarily have 
the same opinions or values as 
Fingers past.
Pride and heritage 
aren’t necessarily pro-
ducers of hate and vio-
lence.
Throwing cups turns 
into punches, which 
turns into bricks, and 
from there Molotov cock-
tails and car bombs and 
riots.
So, why even start? I 
understand that we cannot 
forget about the past, but 
at the very least can’t we 
learn from it?
What’s the point of struggle if 
we’re never going to find a solu-
tion?
I think everyone just needs to 
simmer down and take it for what 
it is—a flag.
So, don’t fight the past, learn 
from it.
And don’t threaten to burn my 
flag, roommates!
After attending Xavier Universi-
ty for almost three and a half years, 
I still have a few questions:
Nine credit hours of science? 
Really? We’re still doing that?
What could possibly possess 
anyone to drink Milwaukee’s 
Best?
Does Stanley Burrell really think 
he’s going to play in the NBA?
What else are they hiding behind 
the RA desks?
Why isn’t there a Waffle House 
in the Norwood Plaza? Wouldn’t 
that place just print money?
Is anyone entirely sure the 
College Democrats club actually 
exists?
Isn’t being the num-
ber two university in 
the Midwest without 
a doctorate program 
kind of a dubious 
achievement? Many 
of the other colleges in 
that category are branch 
campuses of Big Ten 
schools. Aren’t we 
supposed to be a bet-
ter college than the 
University of Wisconsin-Plat-
teville?
Are we just accepting the exis-
tence of the crappy shuttle system 
at this point? 
How do you think the Zumbiel 
people are going to spend their 
$8 million? Buy another decrepit 
factory and try to sell it to another 
university at a 400% markup?
Is Ann Coulter’s speech going to 
be the biggest event that happens at 
Xavier this year?
Where did the wreath from the 
Woods go? If they auctioned it off 
in Gallagher, how high would the 
bidding get?
Why does the eatery formerly 
known as Ryan’s Pub close at 12 
a.m. on weekends?
Why isn’t there tailgating for 
men’s basketball games? What’s 
more fun than grilling meat outside 
in January?
Does it make any sense whatso-
ever that the shuttle doesn’t stop at 
Dana’s? Isn’t this just encouraging 
students to drive home drunk?
How much money does this 
university spend on pizza to lure 
students to lame meetings? Hun-
dreds of dollars? Thousands?
Since two of Dana’s main com-
petitors (Soupie’s and the Woods) 
are now closed, how much do you 
think Dana’s value has increased? 
Is Xavier going to try and buy it for 
$20 million?
Has anyone figured out exactly 
what SGA does yet? Do they clean 
the cat poop out of the sand 
volleyball courts?
When did it become 
illegal for 21 year olds to 
drink at Xavier?
Why do certain middle 
aged, out of touch admin-
istrators at this college 
think they under-
stand the social lives 
of college students 
well enough to micro-
manage them?
Can someone please bring back 
the Scoops n’ Scones quesadillas?
Why do students at this univer-
sity think that sitting in their living 
room and bitching about Xavier is 
going to change anything? Do they 
think that Xavier has their living 
room bugged and is intently listen-
ing to their blathering, uninformed 
opinions?
Does somebody really think that 
astronomy is a more valuable class 
for students to take than a class 
about the basics of managing one’s 
personal finances? Hey, who needs 
to understand the ramifications of 
credit card debt when they know 
the difference between Ursa Major 
and Ursa Minor, right?
And the most important question 
of all: does anybody care?
 — L  E  T  T  E  R  S     T  O     T  H  E    E  D  I  T  O  R     P  O  L  I  C  Y —
The Newswire firmly believes 
that one of its primary functions is 
to provide a forum for the Xavier 
community.
That said, The Newswire wel-
comes responses to published ar-
ticles and general commentary.
To submit a letter for publica-
tion, send the letter  as the main text 
of an email to Newswire-Oped@
xavier.edu.
The staff also asks you to please 
be aware of following: 
•The Newswire is published on 
Wednesdays.
•Letters should be submitted by 
the Monday prior to publication.
•Letters should be kept to a 
maximum of 250 words.
•Letters must be signed and 
include contact information.  This 
information will not be printed, but 
ensures the validity of the letters 
we receive.
•The Newswire reserves the 
right to edit letters for length and 
clarity. 
•We are not obligated to print 
all the letters we receive, but we 
will ensure that all points of view 
expressed in the letters we receive 
are represented.
•Letters are more likely to be 
published if they are succinct and 
coherent, especially if they offer a 
unique point of view.
•If you are a student submitting a 
letter for publication, please include 
your class year.
•Finally, if you wish to submit 
a longer piece in the form of a 
column (no more than 750 words), 
you are more than welcome to do 
so.  Please, no poetry.
FINGEr
matt
STEVENSoN
patrick
Hey Newswire faNs!
CHeCk out tHis week’s issue of City 
Beat for aN artiCle By our very 
owN Pat steveNsoN!
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The Xavier women’s tennis team 
traveled to Bowling Green, Ohio 
last weekend for the Bowling Green 
State University Invitational. 
The squad was represented by 
four first-place finishes and four 
second-place finishes. 
In singles, junior Jeanette Feider, 
sophomore Jill Ducro and freshman 
Tifanie Treece all went 3-0 to cap-
ture first-place flight recognition. 
The doubles tandem of sopho-
mores Aylin Seyalioglu and Kaitlyn 
Zinn finished first in Flight Three 
of the event. 
Junior Kara Courtney and fresh-
man Tifanie Treece finished second 
in Flight One doubles, while senior 
Annie Diedalis and sophomore Jill 
Ducro took second place in Flight 
Two doubles. 
The team will travel to Terra 
Haute, Ind. this weekend to play in 
the Indiana State Invitational.
Women’s tennis 
team tops in
two-day tourney
Schneider finishes 
9th, named A-10 
Rookie of the Week
pauL moeLLer
Assoc. Sports Editor
Xavier University freshman 
Christina Schneider was named At-
lantic 10 Conference’s Co-Rookie 
of the Week for cross country by 
the A-10 Conference office last 
Monday afternoon. 
The honor came following 
Schneider’s performance at the 
National Catholic Championships 
held last Friday at the University 
of Notre Dame.
The Cincinnati, Ohio native 
completed the 5K event in 18:15, 
placing ninth in a field of over 300 
runners. 
Schneider’s finish helped the 
Musketeers place second in the 
meet, which included 37 teams. 
The Xavier cross country team 
will return to action this Saturday, 
Sept. 22 at Pepperdine University.
Fresh off a 1-1 outing at last 
weekend’s Michigan/Pepsi Chal-
lenge, the Musketeer netters looked 
to bump, set and spike their way 
through the University of San 
Francisco Asics/Coca-Cola Invi-
tational. 
Leaving on a Thursday morning 
flight to the Golden State, Xavier 
was set to start out the tourna-
ment against the no. 14 Cal Poly 
Mustangs.    
This was Xavier’s second con-
secutive match against a ranked 
opponent and also the second 
straight match to go the distance of 
five games. 
This time the Musketeers got 
the upper hand, dealing Cal Poly 
its fifth defeat of the season. The 
win, by the scores of 30-27, 26-30, 
23-30, 30-28 and 15-6, was the 
Muskies’ first over a ranked op-
ponent in five years.  
The squad was led to victory by 
sophomores Lauren Kaminsky and 
Kelly Ruth. Each posted a double-
double, with Kaminsky reaching a 
career high 27 digs to go along with 
her 14 kills. 
Ruth tied her career high of 
20 kills and added 16 digs of her 
own. 
Seniors Jill Quayle and Jenni 
Horvath also contributed to the 
winning effort as Quayle notched 
15 kills and six total blocks while 
Horvath recorded 14 digs.  
After squeaking out the first 
game, the Musketeers dropped 
the next two, only to squeak out 
the fourth and dominate the fifth. 
Jumping out to a 4-0 lead in the 
fifth game, the Musketeers never 
looked back. 
A service ace by Kaminsky ex-
tended XU’s lead to seven points at 
10-3. Ruth, Kaminsky and fresh-
man Katie Russell each smashed a 
kill for Xavier’s final three points, 
securing the game and the upset. 
The Muskies then looked to 
carry the momentum into their 
next contest against host school the 
University of San Francisco.  
Unfortunately, the Musketeer’s 
momentum was challenged, slowed 
and finally stopped as the Univer-
sity of San Francisco Dons cruised 
“Upsetting” weekend for Xavier volleyball
Club Sports Report
Club Ultimate Disc:  2-4 in Club Sectionals
Sophomore Kelly ruth, left, tied her career high of 20 kills in Xavier’s 
win over Cal poly.  Senior Jill Quayle was named to her second con-
secutive all-tournament team and had 15 kills and six digs in the win.
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past the Muskies in just three 
games.
Kaminsky had another great 
match in the losing effort, posting 
a double-double with 12 kills and 
18 digs. Quayle and Ruth each 
blasted 13 kills while Horvath and 
junior Megan Hellmann scooped 
11 digs each.
Looking to rebound last Satur-
day evening against the Sacramento 
State Hornets, Xavier fought hard 
but again came up short. 
After 22 ties throughout the 
match the Musketeers fell in three 
games, 30-27, 30-28 and 31-29. 
Ruth took charge for the Muskies 
in this contest, racking up 15 kills 
and 18 digs.  
Jill Quayle, who smashed 12 
kills in the final match, was named 
to the USF Asics/Coca-Cola Invita-
tional All-Tournament team. 
This continued her pattern of ex-
cellence in tournaments sponsored 
by big name soft drink companies, 
as she was also named to last week’s 
Michigan/Pepsi Challenge All-
Tournament squad.
The Xavier netters’ record now 
sits at 9-5 as they return home to 
open their conference schedule. 
The team will face Duquesne 
on Friday, Sept. 21 and St. Louis 
on Saturday, Sept. 22.  Both games 
will be played in Cintas Center and 
will begin at 7 p.m.
Men’s club soccer:  Win over Ball State, 4-0
muskies upset no. 14 Cal poly, then drop next two matches
Junior Jeanette Feider.
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The week ahead:
Men’s club soccer:  Dayton, 7 p.m. Thurs.,
                          Xavier Soccer Complex;
                         Miami (OH), 11 a.m. Sun., Home
Club football: Wilmington College (JV),  1 p.m.
                           Sun., St. Xavier High School
Looking to avenge a bitter cross-
town defeat from last Thursday the 
Xavier men’s soccer team came out 
firing against the IUPUI Jaguars on 
Sunday, winning 5-0 at the Xavier 
University Soccer Complex. 
With the win, Xavier improves 
to 3-3-0 on the season and remains 
a perfect 3-0-0 at home. 
IUPUI slips to 1-4-0. 
Senior John Enders started the 
scoring at the 37:41 mark when 
he tucked the ball in the top right 
corner of the net on a free-kick pass 
from freshman El-Hadji Dieng.  
Freshman Brandon Butcher 
joined the scoring action when he 
scored four minutes later from a 
feed from classmate James Getzen 
at 41:49 to put the Musketeers up 
2-0 going into the half.  
Continuing the assault in the 
second half, Dieng fired a high shot 
off his left foot, which deflected 
off the crossbar and into the back 
of the net.  
This put the Musketeers up 3-0 
in the 71st minute.
In the 83rd minute, sophomore 
Doug Dalton scored his second ca-
reer goal when he took a free-kick 
feed from freshman Alex LaPrade 
and deflected it into the net.
Finally, with just 30 seconds 
left to play in regulation, Butcher 
notched his second goal of the game 
and career, securing a 5-0 victory 
for the Musketeers.
Butcher’s play was just part of 
a solid showing by the Musketeer 
freshman who netted three goals 
and connected on three assists.
The offensive onslaught was 
countered by the shutout play of 
junior goalie Joe Diederich, who 
made four saves in his first career 
match.
With the shutout win, XU has 
not allowed a goal at the Xavier 
Soccer Complex in three games this 
season and has run its home shutout 
streak to 368:27 minutes.
The Musketeers will be back 
in action on Friday, Sept. 21 when 
Freshman forward El-Hadji Dieng, left, hooked up senior midfield Jon 
Enders with an assist for the Musketeers’ first goal against IUPUI.
photoS CourteSy goXavier.Com
JeFF mCmurray
Feature News Editor
the team travels to W. Va. to take 
on Marshall. 
Xavier is set to tangle with the 
Thundering Herd at 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer blanks third straight home foe
Women’s club rugby:  Win over Ohio Wesleyan, 60-7
Women’s club rugby:  at Marshall, 11 a.m. Club Ultimate Disc:  Sat. afternoon, 
                            Xavier Soccer Complex
Women’s club soccer: Kent State (at Ohio), 10 a.m.;
                                       at Ohio, 4 p.m., both Sat.
Freshman Christina Schneider.
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The Xavier men’s basketball 
team will play a record 31 regular 
season games this year, including 
a record 17 games in front of the 
Xavier Nation at Cintas Center.
This season’s home schedule 
features games against four 2007 
NCAA Tournament teams, includ-
ing Creighton, Virginia, George 
Washington and Tennessee, who 
reached the Sweet Sixteen in last 
year’s tournament.
The Skyline Chili Crosstown 
Shootout will also return to Cintas 
Center this season. 
“This season’s home schedule 
might be the most attractive in the 
history of our program,” said head 
coach Sean Miller.  “If you add the 
(18th home) game against Kansas 
State at US Bank Arena, that’s a 
very impressive home schedule.”
The schedule also features road 
games against traditional opponents 
Miami (OH) and Dayton.
The 37 days between Nov. 28 
and Jan. 3 will be a crucial stretch 
for the Musketeers.  In those five 
weeks, Xavier will play quality 
opponents like Oakland, Criegh-
ton, Cincinnati, Tennessee, Kansas 
State and Virginia, all in the City 
of Cincinnati.
“We attempt to put a non-confer-
ence schedule together that gives 
our team an opportunity to be tested 
and prepared for our conference 
season that begins in January,” 
Miller said.
“At Xavier we have a passionate 
season ticket base and I want our 
fans to be excited about the quality 
of our competition,” he said.
Xavier’s conference “partners” 
for this season are the George 
Washington Colonials and the Saint 
Joseph’s Hawks, who are tradition-
ally two of the Atlantic 10’s best 
teams.  
“Our conference will be very 
competitive this season.  There 
are several programs that will be 
much improved from a year ago,” 
said Miller.
In response to John LaFollette’s 
column from the Sept. 5 edition 
of  “the Spectator,” I would like to 
make a few comments. First, let me 
begin by saying that, having been 
a Domer myself, and additionally 
a student manager for the football 
team (yes, just like in “Rudy”), I 
have heard every anti-ND sentiment 
out there and then some. 
While there are a number of rea-
sons people cite for not supporting 
Notre Dame Football, the one that 
surfaces most often is the “unfair-
ness” of Notre Dame’s treatment 
within the college football world. 
None of these arguments, how-
ever, outweigh the fact that Notre 
Dame simply operates with a dif-
ferent—and clearly more effective 
—athletics business model than 
most other schools.
The Notre Dame brand is one of 
the most recognizable in American 
sports, and what the brand repre-
sents transcends the football part 
of the equation. All teams look for 
ways to market themselves in order 
to maintain their operations. 
Because of the substantial na-
tional fan base and the fact that all 
home games are sold out without 
public ticket sales, the contract with 
NBC makes sense from a business 
standpoint because it allows all 
the fans (and dissenters) to see the 
games.  Either way, NBC gets rat-
ings that they might not [otherwise] 
be guaranteed.
Out of 1,033 active NCAA insti-
tutions, only Notre Dame and five 
other schools operate an athletics 
department without receiving uni-
versity-subsidized support, which 
is often taken from academic pro-
grams. And speaking of academics, 
Notre Dame is also one of the few 
schools that meets the re-vamped 
NCAA requirements for academic 
progress and graduation rates for 
student-athletes.  The entire Notre 
Dame mission requires that all 
students achieve a level of excel-
lence and [recruits] to fulfill their 
obligation to earn a degree.
More to the point, however, I 
want to address Mr. LaFollette’s 
claim that Notre Dame is “effec-
tively BCS bowl eligible every 
season in which the Irish win six 
games.” This point is simply false. 
The Notre Dame Clause reads 
such that if ND is ranked in the 
top eight in BCS standings, it will 
automatically garner a BCS bowl 
berth. When was the last time a .500 
team was ranked in the top eight 
in the BCS? Furthermore, if Notre 
Dame is in the top 12 in the BCS, 
it must have at least nine wins to be 
eligible for a BCS berth. 
Ultimately, the division on this 
particular issue will remain as long 
as Notre Dame continues to operate 
a smart and effective athletics busi-
ness that supports a mission requir-
ing more out of a football program 
than just football. He is correct that 
the helmets will still be painted ev-
ery week (with gold dust that does 
not come from NBC and the BCS 
as he suggests, but rather from the 
Golden Dome itself each time it is 
re-gilded) because of the thankless 
hours put in by students who give 
up their Thursday and Friday nights 
to do football game preparation. 
The alumni and team will remain in 
the stadium to sing the Alma Mater 
because at the end of the day, it is 
the entire Notre Dame family  and 
the sense of belonging to something 
that is simultaneously expansive 
and close-knit that matters most. It 
is not “unfair.” It is Notre Dame.
— Ashly Cumberworth 
Notre Dame Class of 2005
It has been determined that the 
New England Patriots were guilty 
of using video equipment to spy 
on the New York Jets’ signal-call-
ers during the opening weekend 
of the NFL season.  This is not the 
first time spying has been an issue 
with the Pats.  It’s just the first time 
they’ve been caught.  
[Their behavior implies that it is 
not] enough that they are favored 
to win another Super Bowl after 
assembling a dream team this off-
season. Any fantasy football owner 
would gladly take their entire of-
fense and defense.  
Any reference to the New Eng-
land Patriots as a credible, respect-
able, succesful franchise in the 
NFL, let alone a “dynasty,” should 
be accompanied by an asterisk 
henceforth.  
[NFL commissioner] Roger 
Goodell has dealt with most, if not 
all, player disciplinary cases with 
swift and stern decisiveness since 
taking the post of commissioner.  
The Patriots should forfeit their 
win against the Jets, be stripped of 
at least a first round draft pick, and 
Bill Belichick should be suspended 
for at least a week.  Anything less 
would be a slap on the wrist.  
Say what you want about sub-
stance-abuse, spousal battery, 
dogfighting or any other off-field 
behavior issues that plague profes-
sional sports.  There is a difference 
between issues of character and 
cheating.  
Nobody from the Patriots’ or-
ganization will go to jail or be 
investigated by outside agencies. 
The League needs to send a mes-
sage that expresses concern and a 
desire to prevent this sort of thing 
from happening in the future.
— Charles Galvin 
Class of 2009
Men’s basketball unveils sexy schedule
John LaFoLLette
Sports Editor Game Date Opponent
Tues., Nov. 6 Georgetown College (Exhibition)
Sat., Nov. 10 Southeast Missouri State *
Fri., Nov. 23 Kent State (at Sears Centre) *
Sat., Nov. 24 Indiana/Illinois State (at Sears Centre) *
TBA - Week of Nov. 12 at Miami (Ohio)
Tues., Nov. 20 Coppin State
Wed., Nov. 28 Oakland
Sat., Dec. 1 Belmont
Sat., Dec. 15 at Arizona State
Sat., Dec. 22 Tennessee 
Wed., Dec. 5 Creighton
Wed., Dec. 12 Cincinnati
Fri., Dec. 28 Delaware State
Mon., Dec 31 Kansas State (at US Bank Arena)
Wed., Jan. 9 St. Bonaventure (A-10)
Sat., Jan. 12 Fordham (A-10)
Thurs., Jan. 3 Virginia
Sun., Jan. 6 at Auburn
Wed., Jan. 16 at Temple (A-10)
Sat., Jan. 19 at George Washington (A-10)
Sat., Feb. 2 LaSalle (A-10)
Thurs., Feb. 7 at Saint Louis (A-10)
Thurs., Jan. 24 Dayton (A-10)
Sun., Jan. 27 at Massachusetts (A-10)
Sun., Feb. 10 Saint Joseph’s (A-10)
Wed., Feb. 13 at Charlotte (A-10)
Sun., Feb. 24 at Dayton (A-10)
Sat., March 1 George Washington (A-10)
Mon., Feb. 18 at Rhode Island (A-10)
Thurs., Feb. 21 Duquesne (A-10)
Thurs., March 6 at Saint Joseph’s (A-10)
Sat., March 8 Richmond (A-10)
* denotes Chicago Invitational Challenge (in Hoffman Estates, Ill.)
patriots’ coach bill belichick
photo CourteSy viewimageS.Com
Credibility lost for “dynasty?”Defending Notre Dame
— Review from the Cheap Seats —
men’s basketball head coach Sean miller says this year’s home schedule 
is “one of the most attractive” in school history.
photo CourteSy goXavier.Com
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Comedy rises on fall TV
Monday- Ah, Monday, the start 
of a fresh week.  Usually the word 
Monday is followed by groans and 
sometimes tears, but not when it 
comes to brand new fall TV.  On 
this night, four of the five major 
networks have a new comedy.  NBC 
starts with “Chuck,” a regular guy 
whose life changes with one com-
puter mistake that downloads gov-
ernment information to his brain. 
 CBS is home to “The Big Bang 
Theory,” a show about two phys-
ics geeks that get a change of pace 
in their heavily academic lives 
when they befriend a hot female 
neighbor. 
ABC’s new TV show with Chris-
tina Applegate is called “Samantha 
Who?”  Samantha is a completely 
horrible woman who gets amnesia 
after she’s hit by a car.  She realizes 
what her old life was and is ashamed 
of her former, dreadful self, so she 
works to right all of her wrongs. 
Lastly the CW presents “Aliens in 
America” about a family who plays 
host to a Pakistani exchange student 
where cultural differences are only 
the beginning. 
But, if you like to start your 
week with some drama check our 
the time traveling show “Journey-
man” or the formulaic cop show 
“K-Ville” on NBC and FOX re-
spectively. 
Newswire’s pick: “Aliens in 
America” because if a show looks 
like it could even be slightly politi-
cally incorrect, we’ll love it. 
Tuesday- Things are about to get 
devilishly fun with the CW’s new 
show “Reaper.”  The devil himself 
forces an unmotivated and lazy 
mortal to help him catch souls and 
put them back into the underworld. 
This show is deliciously dark, and 
deserves points for bravery, espe-
cially for having one of the most 
evil characters ever as a lead.  
The famous caveman from 
the Gieco commercials is finally 
getting some love from America 
with his own show, “Caveman” 
on ABC.  
Switch your dial to CBS if your 
interest lies more along the lines of 
a family drama and watch “Cane.” 
The show is about a Cuban family 
that tries to retain control over a 
family dynasty littered with wealth 
and emotional relationships.  
Lastly, if you want your funny 
bone tickled, check out “Carpool-
ers” on ABC, starring the very at-
tractive Jerry O’Connel.  
Newswire’s pick: “Reaper” will 
be a show that you either love or 
hate, but check it out either way. 
Wednesday-Wednesday has 
more variety of new shows than 
any other night of the week.  The 
most anticipated show is “Back 
to You” on FOX starring former 
sitcom heavyweights Kelsey Gram-
mer and Patricia Heaton, as well as 
the always hilarious Fred Willard. 
Grammer and Heaton play two 
news anchors in a crazy newsroom. 
FOX is also serving up some reality 
TV with “Kitchen Nightmares.”  
ABC has three new shows on 
Wednesdays.  “Dirty Sexy Money” 
may have a somewhat lame title, 
but the show promises to be a soap 
opera full of twists and turns with a 
plot that involves the main charac-
ter as a lawyer for a wealthy family 
ironically named “The Darlings.” 
The other new show, “Pushing Dai-
sies,” is about a man who can raise 
people from the dead and send them 
back if he chooses to do so.  
The new show with the most 
buzz is a tie between CBS’s real-
ity show “Kid Nation” and the 
“Grey’s” spinoff  “Private Prac-
tice.” “Kid Nation” takes 40 kids 
and sets them loose in a town with 
no adults to set up a government 
and run the place. “Lord of the 
Flies” anyone? 
“Private Practice” stars Kate 
Walsh in her famous role as Addi-
son Montgomery.  The show is set 
in sunny Santa Monica with an all 
all-star TV cast that includes Taye 
Diggs and Amy Brenneman. 
Wednesday night can also be 
dubbed as Ladies’ Night because 
two female-centered shows are air-
ing on CW and NBC.  NBC plays 
host to “Bionic Woman,” a modern 
remake of an older show about a 
woman who, after a horrific acci-
dent, discovers that she has super 
powers.  The hotties from “Gossip 
Girl” take over on the CW.  
Lastly, on NBC the cop drama 
“Life” shows what happens to an 
escaped prisoner as he tries to help 
out law enforcement. I feel like this 
show has been done before…
Newswire’s Pick: “Kid Nation” 
is going to either restore your faith 
in humanity or completely demol-
ish it. If the buzz around this show 
dies a sudden death, keep your eye 
on “Bionic Woman.”
Thursday- There is only one 
new show on TV tonight.  It’s the 
most competitive night of the week 
and this year, the networks seem to 
want to let all of their heavy hitters 
rule on this night.  The new show 
belongs to ABC.  “Big Shots” is 
another one of those male versions 
of “Sex and the City.”  
The biggest change is the shuffle 
on NBC which is going to be a two-
hour comedy block of “My Name 
is Earl,” “30 Rock,” “The Office” 
and “Scrubs” followed by an hour 
of“ER.” “Survivor” goes on its mil-
lionth season in China and “Grey’s 
Anatomy” is back to break more 
hearts, sans Isaiah Washington and 
Kate Welsh.   
Newswire’s pick: We’re big fans 
of the comedy block on NBC, es-
pecially since this is the last season 
of “Scrubs.”  
Friday- Really, why are you 
watching TV on a Friday night? 
No, it’s OK, really. I understand 
that after a long week you may just 
want to kick back on Friday with a 
nice beverage.  If that sounds like 
paradise to you, then check out 
FOX’s two new reality shows “Next 
Great American Band” which is 
“American Idol” for bands and 
“Nashville” which is “American 
Idol” for country singers. 
If you’d rather step away from 
reality TV and see some good ol’ 
fantasy, then head over to CBS 
for “Moonlight,” a show about a 
vampire who is a private detective. 
ABC has another female centered 
show called “Women’s Murder 
Club” which is basically “Sex and 
the City: Private Investigators.”  
Newswire’s pick: Ignore the 
new shows and stick the Friday 
night veterans.  
Sunday-The most original show 
of the season is happening over on 
CBS. “Viva Laughlin” is based on 
a British musical drama about a guy 
who solves crimes.  “Life is Wild” 
is the new teen drama on CW about 
a spoiled teenager whose life does 
a complete 180 when her family 
moves to South Africa.  
Newswire’s pick:  Isn’t football 
on? 
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor
photo courtesy411mania.com
holding a vote on “Kid nation” a show that has already generated postive and negative buzz. 
Will “back to you” put Grammer and heaton back on the map? tV—so easy a caveman can have a sitcom. 
photo courtesy tV.yahoo.com photo courtesy nymaG.com
With us in your life, there’s never a dull moment. 
www.xavier.edu/newswire
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Auditions
   So you think you can act? 
Auditions for the play “Lion in 
the Winter” by James Goldman 
will take place on Sept. 19 in the 
GSC Studio and Sept. 20 in GSC 
room 214 at 7 p.m. Contact the 
XU Players for more information.
Frozen
   The Xavier Theatre Arts de-
partment is presenting the play 
“Frozen” by Bryon Lavery  on 
Sept. 20-23 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
GSC Studio Theater. The play 
will star Dale Hodges and Mi-
chael Shooner. Tickets are $3 
for students and falculty and $5 
for general admission. Come 
support the  Xavier actors! 
R i v e r b o a t  r i d e
   Enjoy the Ohio River while 
cruising  on a river boat and meet-
ing other XU students.  The boat 
ride will take place on Thursday, 
Sept.20 from 5:30p.m.-12 a.m. 
Dinner will be served and  an 
RSVP is required – contact Hillel 
at heather@hillelcincinnati.org 
or call (513) 221-6728 for more 
information. The event is free.
Late Night Snack
 
  Love free food?  GSC late Night 
Snack for September is BW3’s. 
Come to the GSC Atrium at 
10 p.m. on Thursday, Sept.20 
for declicious wings and rings. 
As always, it is free to XU stu-
dents with their ALL Cards.
 
Open Mic Night
   Come to the GSC Atrium at 8 
p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 25 to show-
case your musical talents at SAC’s 
Freestyle Open Mic Night. The 
event will go on until 10 p.m. and 
will showcase U.C. breakdance 
team “Ocean 7.” If you don’t 
have talent then you can come and 
watch. The event is free!
friday,  september 21
Mike Epps & Ricki Smiley
@ music hall 
Wednesday,  september 19
Subhumans
@ 20th century theater
Live Wires
saturday,  september 22
Octoberfest Zincinnati
@ along 5th street
thursday,  september 20
Fire In The Youth Tour
@20th century theater
Despite the title of this play, 
there are no arctic regions, ice or 
cold temperatures involved in the 
Xavier Players first play of the year, 
“Frozen.”  Even though England, 
where the play takes play, may not 
be the most hospitable of climates, 
“Frozen” is really a metaphor for 
the three characters in the play.  All 
three of them begin with hard hearts 
and as their emotions spill out, they 
begin to thaw.  
T h e  p l a y 
o p e n s  w i t h 
m o n o l o g u e s 
from the three 
leads.  Xavier 
alumnus Molly 
Brown plays 
the only Ameri-
can in the play, 
Agnetha.  She 
is a doctor from 
NYU who we 
learn had an affair with her col-
league, but puts her emotions aside 
in the name of research.  
The next character we meet is 
Nancy, a woman who openly com-
plains about her family life, played 
by Dale Hodges, a professional 
actor. We learn later that Nancy’s 
daughter Rhona went missing some 
time ago.  Nancy still holds on to 
the hope that Rhona will be found 
alive one day.  
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor
So good, it melts 
Ralph is the last character the 
audience meets, portrayed by pro-
fessional actor Michael Shooner. 
We get the impression right away 
that something is off about this 
bloke.  We come to find out that 
Ralph kidnaps young girls, as well 
as molests and then murders them. 
It doesn’t take a detective to piece 
together that Ralph is the man who 
kidnapped and murdered Rhona.  
Hodges does an amazing job of 
taking the audience through all of 
Nancy’s emo-
tions starting 
with the news 
of the death of 
her daughter, 
to forgiving 
Ralph, to find-
ing closure on 
for whole situ-
ation.  Every 
scene Ralph 
appears in is 
slightly un-
comfortable, which only goes to 
show that Shooner did an excellent 
job.  His scenes with Brown, who 
visits Ralph as part of her research 
on the criminal mind, put me on 
the edge of my seat.  Even though 
Brown’s character hides behind her 
scientific research, we learn about 
her weaknesses and emotions and 
she becomes sympathetic towards 
Ralph.  
As the play unfolds and the 
characters begin to interact with 
one another, we watch their hard 
shells melt away to reveal their 
emotions, desires and secrets.  I 
especially enjoyed the final scene 
with the two women. It made the 
play for me.  
The play was very serious and 
moving, with odd bits of humor 
throughout.  At times it was incred-
New Releases
the following discs are due for release on or after sept.18...
Reba McEntire  Reba Duets (mra nashville) ... Mark Knopfler 
Kill To Get Crimson (Warner bros. / Wea) ... James Blunt All the Lost 
Souls (atlantic/ Wea) ... Paul Potts One Chance (sony)... KT Tunstall 
Drastic Fantastic (Virgin records us) 
     ...all dates are tentative.
ibly graphic, including one scene 
was a little over the top.  But the 
acting and set design suited the 
small theatre well and incorporated 
the frozen metaphor.  
If you missed the play this past 
weekend, you can see it again 
this weekend.  Shows are at 7:30 
Thursday-Sunday in the GSC Stu-
dio Theatre.  
photo courtesy xaVier players
playwright byrony lavery won a tony for “frozen” in 2004.
Ends justify the means
Jagged Edge, Keith Sweat, An-
gie Stone, Jon B and Loose Ends 
rocked the house at the End of 
Summer Blast held at Cintas Center 
on Saturday, Sept. 15.  The show 
demonstrated the artists’ individual 
vocal talents as they each plugged 
their new CDs that will be hitting 
shelves soon. 
Although the show rocked, it 
certainly had its problems. The 
crowd sat waiting fairly patiently as 
the show began 45 minutes late due 
to difficulties with the sound. 
Several performers were close 
to calling off their acts mid-perfor-
mance due to ghastly sound effects 
and echoes that Jon B demanded 
these be removed and proceeded to 
play his piano and sing into one of 
the few working microphones.
Jagged Edge was the first to hit 
the stage. The four member group 
once again hypnotized the crowd 
with their sensual voices and sang 
the ladies some of their past hits 
including “Let’s Get Married”, 
“Remedy,” “Promise” and one of 
their new hits “Put a Little Umph 
In It.” 
If their performance is any indi-
cation, I have no doubt that the boy 
group, which is one of the few still 
surviving male R&B groups, will 
sell numerous copies of their up-
coming CD entitled “Baby Makin’ 
Project” which debuts on Sept.25. 
Jon B tried to follow their act 
with his personal band and melted 
the ladies’ hearts with his smooth 
crooning voice as he sang past hits 
“They Don’t Know What This Is” 
and “Are You Still There For Me” 
with a recording of the late Tupac 
Shakur. He also graced the audi-
ence with some new tracks from 
his upcoming fifth album entitled 
“Back to Love.”
Angie Stone and Keith Sweat 
were by far the best performances 
of the night. It was really hard to 
give any one performer that title 
since they were all exceptional. 
Angie Stone’s new album entitled 
“The Art of Love and War” is set for 
release Oct.16 and Keith Sweat’s 
new album entitled “Sweat Hotel” 
was released June 12. 
The most embarrassing part 
of the night was the ending when 
Loose Ends took the stage. It was 
after 12 a.m., five hours after the 
concert was set to start, and most 
of the weary audience had never 
heard of the hip-hop group.
The sudden change from slow 
passionate vocals to the upbeat 
tempo of the hip hop artists clearly 
wasn’t a welcome change. The 
masses began to file out of the arena 
as the group begged them to stay 
and support them; it was a pathetic 
and horrifying scene to behold.
Overall, the five hour concert 
was certainly worth the $15 stu-
dent pricing for tickets. Minus the 
late start, sound problems, long 
stage changing time and the group 
112 not showing up—it was awe-
some!
photo courtesy juslisen.com
by: molly brown, Dale hodges, 
michael shooner
Newswire Official Rating: 
«««««
              Frozen
branDy Williams
Arts & Entertainment Editor
angie stone, one of the concert’s headliners, belts out some tunes. 
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I guess that’s all I’ve got.
Well, now that that’s done, I 
guess it’s on to the next day.
Yummy international coffee!
There will an International Cof-
fee Hour at 3:30 p.m. in the Faces 
of the World Lounge on the Second 
Floor of the GSC.
OK, here it goes.
I guess I’ll type some events 
now, in order to assuage my guilt 
for causing such confusion.
How wonderful!
So as long as I type some Calen-
dar events, the rest of the page can 
be nonsense.
The only real “point” to it is to 
make sure there are Calendar items 
typed...sometimes.
Then again, much of Calendar 
City doesn’t make sense.
People will probably get mad 
about me typing in this order. It’s 
pretty confusing.
I wonder if that word is even in 
the dictionary.
Supercalifragilisticexpialado-
cious.
I’m going to type a silly word:
It’s like “A Beautiful Mind,” 
except in print. 
Quit cheating!
Then you’d know the order in 
which you should read these para-
graphs to have them make sense...
but that would make you a cheater.
Unless, of course, you skip to the 
last sentence and read it first.
As you read it, the sentences will 
only make sense once you have got-
ten to the last one.
I think I’m going to write today’s 
column from the bottom up.
The first SNAC meeting will 
take place at DDH at 4 p.m.  Cheer-
leading tryouts are today from 7-9 
p.m. in the Auxiliary Gym. There 
will be a Late Night Snack at 10 
p.m. in the GSC foodcourt.
Why is there always so much 
going on every Thursday?  It must 
be the day to have activities. Don’t 
they realize all these events in one 
day are problematic?
You see, there is only so much 
space for Thursday events and if 
I type in all the Thursday events, 
I have no room left for rambling, 
non sequiturs. 
How am I supposed to use my 
vibrant vocabulary when I’m stifled 
with all this responsibility?
Come see Xavier University 
students play football! 
Not like the crazy European 
“football” we know as soccer where 
the people prance around the field 
hoping for a goal every other game 
and I make fun of it because I don’t 
know how to play...but real life hit 
‘em up, shove ‘em down,  Ameri-
can-style football. XU Club football 
team will play at 1 p.m. today at St. 
Xavier High School.
Somebody already emailed me 
and requested a special spot in this 
column. After calming myself down 
enough to resume proper breathing 
patterns, I happily oblige:
There will be a Fall Career and 
Internship Fair from 3-6 p.m. in 
Cintas today. Bring multiple copies 
of your resume and dress nicely.
It’s so easy to get into the paper 
these days! It seems like any ol’ 
shmuck can say whatever they feel! 
What is the world coming to?
september 19
wedNesdaY
You, my dear friend, need to 
learn how to double-task.
You need to learn how to protect 
yourself while reading this page.  
“Why?” You may ask. 
“I’ll tell you,” I may say.
While you’ve been reading, I 
stole your wallet.
That’s right, check your pocket...
you’ll find it is gone.
I win! I always win! Take that 
you unmindful reader! Ha!
I have trouble deciding at what 
pace I’m going to walk while going 
to and from classes on Mondays. 
I actually have trouble every day 
deciding how fast I want to walk, 
but especially on Mondays.You see, 
Monday sets the pace for the rest of 
the week.  
If I start out walking quickly, 
busting my bum to get to class on-
time or even early, then I’m setting 
my weekly standard pretty high. If 
I don’t get to class with the same 
gusto the rest of the week, people 
question my work ethic and stamina. 
If, however, I take a more leisurely 
pace on Mondays, then I could lose 
steam with the stresses of the week 
and be completely unmotivated to 
even get to class by Friday!
What do I do? If you’ve got 
advice for an appropriate Monday 
morning walking pace or really 
any other advice for life in general, 
please email me. Next week will 
feature the responses!
I’m gonna make up my own name 
for a special place around campus 
and only invite special people for 
special reasons and you’ll need a 
special key and a special password 
which will be “special” and every-
thing about it will be special.
And you’re not invited!
I’m going to only invite my ab-
solute bestest friends in the whole 
entire world to my magical land 
where the water is Cherry Coke 
and the sunshine is milk chocolate 
and the trees are Pez dispensers 
and the grass is made of delicious 
homemade cookies ordered from 
“The Cookie Jar” and  the clouds are 
vanilla soymilk, for those who have 
trouble digesting lactose.
I’ll bet Fountain plaza isn’t that 
much fun...I’m glad I’m not invited.
september 21
FrIdaY
september 20
ThursdaY
september 22
saTurdaY
september 23
suNdaY
september 24
MoNdaY
september 25
TuesdaY
What’s that? Your wallet is still 
right there with nothing taken?
Yeah, I know. I knew all along. I 
was just testing you, you see.   
You still have your wallet be-
cause the wallet was just a distrac-
tion for the fact that I stole your 
computer!
Ha! I win again! Go ahead...
check it out! You’ll find it’s mine, 
all mine now. 
For those of you who believe me 
and are in hysterics at the simulta-
neous loss of your computer and 
therefore your closest friend, you 
may be interested in the Annual All-
Science Cookout today at 4 p.m. at 
the Fountain Plaza.
Funny, I had no idea we had a 
place on campus called the “Foun-
tain Plaza.” 
It must be some secret under-
ground lair that only the smartest 
students are invited to for secret 
events that they publicize to tanta-
lize those of us who cannot attend.
You snotty, elitist, four-eyed 
poopoo pants!
Help Wanted
spring Break 2008.  sell Trips, earn Cash and Go 
Free. Call for group discounts.    Best deals Guar-
entee!  Jamaica,  Cancun,  acapulco,  Bahamas, s. Pa-
dre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
For Rent
Travel
Large 3/4 bdrm apartment in Norwood. 
Great location!  walk to Xavier.   3 per-
son- $800 per month.  4 person- $950 per 
month.  Deposit- 1 month’s rents.  4123 
huston ave.  Call Mike at 513-300-2382
Babysitters needed for Northern Cincin-
nati families.  starts $8 per hour.  Must 
have own car.  apply at www.Thesitter-
Connection.com or call 513-898-9857.
elementary reading tutors needed for small 
group instruction. Training and materi-
als provided. Various Cincinnati locations. 
$15 an hour.  Call eileen Diamond 941-
4812 or email diamondeducation@fuse.net.










Want to hire someone?
Want to sell something?
Want to generally improve the 
quality of your life?
Advertise in the Classifieds section!
piano players Wanted to teach piano to chil-
dren in their homes.  Teaching experience 
is not necessary but must have 5 or more 
years of formal lessons.  Positions are year 
round and a minimum of one year commit-
ment is required.  Pay is $21.00/hr plus bo-
nuses.  513-459-3069.  www.playtimepiano.com
Jewelry sales.  Part-Time job available at a Ki-
osk in Kenwood mall.  sales experience pre-
ferred.  513-791-6219 or  937-654-6253.
houses For rent 2 Blocks from Campus.  2, 3, 
and 4 bedroom houses available for this winter, 
next summer and next school year, 2 blocks from 
campus, clean, fully equipped, off street parking, 
laundry, next to other student housing, please 
call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
